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C Series
Sunlite 41722 C9 Multicolor Incandescent
Bulb, 7 Watt, Intermediate E17 Base,
Christmas Outdoor Colorful Decoration
Lights, Holiday Lamp, Nightlight, Blue,
Green, Red, and Yellow, 24 Count

DESCRIPTION:
Sunlite's colored decorative C9 light bulbs are the perfect
decorative bulbs for the holiday season and beyond. This
Sunlite 120 volt, 7 watts, C9 outdoor light features an E17
intermediate base. They come in a variety of colors; Blue,
Green, Red, and Yellow. Add to the décor of any space with a
splash of colored light and create a festive scene.

FEATURES:
§ INCANDESCENT BULB – These holiday decorative blunt

tip bulbs employ 7 watts of energy and a standard 120
volts. With an intermediate base (E17) they are compatible
with a variety of fixtures, chandeliers, wall sconces,
decorative lamps, pendant fixtures, and more

§ COLORFUL DECORATION LIGHTS – These outdoor
bulbs come as a multipack with 4 colors; red, blue, green,
and yellow. They provide flicker free light that are instant on
at full brightness with no warm up time. These colored C9
light bulbs will add a great colorful and fun look to your
home

§ APPLICATIONS - These C9 translucent light Bulbs are
often used in decorative lighting fixtures, christmas, party
lights, string lights, weddings, rooflines, or other outdoor
spaces and events.

§ DIMMABLE - Adjust the light to suit your mood. When
attached to a dimmer switch, these lamps can be adjusted
from 100% to 1% and anywhere in between with no
flickering.

§ MERCURY FREE - These opaque bulbs contain no
mercury or other harmful chemicals making them safe for
the environment. Bulb measures 2.86 inches high, 1.15
inches in diameter.
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SPECIFICATIONS:

General Characteristics
Bulb Shape C9

Product Dimensions
Item Dimension (in) (W) 1.15 (H) 2.86 (D) 1.15
Package Dimension (in) (W) 7.22 (H) 6.5 (D) 6
Package Weight (lb) 0.78

Product Data
Case Unit Rate 1
Item UPC 653703417229
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